
MANDARIN ORIENTAL
Your journey begins here



“The charm of Guangzhou – a modern, sprawling metropolis on the 
banks of the Pearl River, the Mother River of South China – lies in its 
diversity. Steeped in history and culture, the city is home to strikingly 
up-to-date architecture, experiences and nightlife.”

- Jessie Huang, Editor of lifestyle magazine, lifeofguangzhou.com

GUANGZHOU



DIVERSE CULTURE,
UNRIVALED LUXURY



Mandarin Oriental, Guangzhou is situated 
in the sleek heights of Tianhe, in the heart 

of the city’s major business and leisure 
addresses. Designed to embody contemporary 
architecture and refined elegance, our hotel 
offers you the best of Guangzhou’s dramatic 

modern evolution.

A LUXURY 
ICON IN 

GUANGZHOU



A TRANSFORMATIVE 
CITY

With a rich history and stunning cultural 
attractions, Guangzhou has become a 

modern metropolis of cosmopolitan malls and 
skyscrapers. Adjacent to Taikoo Hui, the city’s 

premiere shopping mall, and minutes from 
the city’s attractions including Chimelong 

Paradise, one of the biggest theme parks 
in China, Mandarin Oriental, Guangzhou 

allows you and your family to experience the 
city at its best.



Our spacious guestrooms feature crisp and modern decor with stunning 
views of the Guangzhou skyline.

CONTEMPORARY 
LUXURY



Immerse yourself in spacious and contemporary 
guestrooms, designed to offer a unique blend of 
comfort and style with modernized touches. 

MODERN 
CLASSICS



An exclusive retreat for guests of our Club rooms and suites, the 
luxurious Oriental Club is located on the 24th floor and offers a private, 

relaxing lounge with breakfast, snacks, and beverages.

ORIENTAL CLUB



STUNNING 
SPACES
With beautiful city views, the hotel’s suites are the epitome of refined 
luxury. Combining modern design with classical elements, suites 
boast some of the largest spaces in Guangzhou.



For sweeping views of the city skyline, 
elegant seating and living area, a vast 

dressing room and large bath with 
soaking tubs, enjoy our Executive and 
Premier Suites. With a combination 

of traditional style and contemporary 
design, these stunning suites give a taste 

of comfort and luxury.

EXECUTIVE 
AND 

PREMIER 
SUITES



SERVICED 
APARTMENTS
Feel at home in serviced apartments designed to create a 
calming ambiance for a personal stay in the city. Apartments 
offer a complete luxury living experience with spacious rooms 
and stunning views of the city.



HOLISTIC 
REJUVENATION

The Spa at Mandarin Oriental, Guangzhou offers a haven of 
tranquility in the heart of the city. Guests can choose from a series 
of luxurious treatments through a range of both ancient and 
modern techniques.



 
RESTORE 
YOUR BALANCE
Release yourself with our personal training classes and fully 
equipped fitness centre. Enjoy our pools and finish your routine 
with a luxurious beauty appointment at our spa.



Mandarin Oriental, Guangzhou offers a
mix of traditionally inspired and unique
contemporary cuisine in the food capital  

of Southern China.

CULINARY
INSPIRATION



For traditional Chinese dining, visit Jiang by 
Chef Fei. All day prime seafood and grilled 

classics are served at Ebony. To satisfy your sweet 
tooth, visit The Mandarin Cake Shop where 

delightful desserts are an art. Exquisite cocktails 
and the largest selection of whiskeys can be 

found at The Loft.  

WHERE 
GUANGZHOU 

MEETS 
GOURMET



Experience the city’s finest Cantonese cuisine. Delight your senses 
with traditional cuisine created to excite the palate. With an elegant 
ambiance and fresh seasonal ingredients, Jiang by Chef Fei creates 
a most memorable dining experience.

JIANG BY CHEF FEI



When you choose 
Mandarin Oriental, 
Guangzhou for your 

meeting, wedding or event 
you are choosing the city’s 

premier luxury destination.

CENTER
OF

THE CITY



With an unparalleled business location in Tianhe, Mandarin Oriental, 
Guangzhou offers superb business facilities, technology ready spaces, 
large and intimate venues for conferences, and acclaimed service.

A PREMIER 
BUSINESS 
VENUE



Luxury weddings are a 
specialty of Mandarin Oriental, 
Guangzhou. From a personalised 
planning team to exquisite 
catering by our award-winning 
Chef Fei who also presides over 
our Cantonese Restaurant, our 
magnificent venues are perfect 
for your unforgettable day.

HAPPILY
EVER

AFTER



Adjacent to Taikoo Hui, Southern China’s 
premiere shopping mall

Connected to Shipaiqiao metro station

Five minutes to the high-speed rail link to 
Hong Kong

45 minutes from Guangzhou Baiyun 
International Airport

Within easy reach of all of the city’s 
attractions

233 guestrooms, all with large bathrooms 
and dressing areas

30 elegant suites including a 240-square 
metre Presidential Suite

24 luxury serviced apartments including 
large two- and three-bed units

Delicious regional dishes in our stunning Cantonese  
restaurant, Jiang by Chef Fei

Prime cuts and fresh seafood in stylish surroundings at Ebony

Light dishes, afternoon tea and cocktails at the elegant Taikoo Lounge

Exquisite cakes, sandwiches and pastries at the Mandarin Cake Shop

Whiskeys and cigars in our atmospheric bar, The Loft

750 square metre Grand Ballroom

200 square metre The Tian He Room 

Additional meeting spaces including 
suites and VIP rooms

Cutting-edge audio visual capabilities

Dedicated events team

Six individual treatment suites, each with 
steam showers and changing areas

Three couples’ suites including a lavish 
VIP suite

Extensive heat and water facilities 
including steam rooms, saunas, vitality pools 
and experience showers

25 metre, temperature-controlled 
outdoor pool

Private sundeck with outdoor massage 
pavilions

State-of-the-art fitness centre

  MANDARIN
  ORIENTAL,
GUANGZHOU

LOCATION

ROOMS & SUITES

RESTAURANTS & BARS

MEETINGS &  
EVENTS

SPA & WELLNESS

LEISURE
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